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What is the issue? 

• Can ‘better tools’ help householders move 
us towards a sustainable energy future? 
– Conventionally: residential energy 

management has been like ‘driving in the 
dark’ 

– Key tools:  real-time information and 
optimisation results 
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Purpose 

• This presentation aims to provide an 
overview of the Ontario (Canada)-based 
‘Energy Hub Management System’ project, 
particularly highlighting its innovative work 
in the residential sector 
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Electricity in Ontario 
Electricity demand, by 

share (percentage, 2008) 
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Opportunities in Ontario 

• Large-scale 
deployment of 
interval meters 
– More than 4 million 

residential locations 
• Mandatory time-of-

use rates  
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Opportunities in Ontario 

• Smart Grid Forum 
 

• October election 
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Partnership 
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Vision 
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EHMS 

The Energy Hub Management System (EHMS) generates 
‘optimal’ energy management schedules for managers, 

based upon their own priorities/preferences in light of real-
time internal and external conditions. 
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Operationalising the vision 
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‘On the ground’ in Milton 
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‘20+5’ pilots in Milton 
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‘In the home’ in Milton 
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Monitoring phase 
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Monitoring phase 
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Goal-setting tool 
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Control phase 
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Replicate ‘lab results’? 
Objective Constraint Result 
Minimise cost Comfort 20% reduction 
Minimise consumption Comfort 13% reduction 
Minimise carbon Comfort 23% reduction 
Minimise all three, equal 
weighting 

Comfort and 33% 
reduction in peak 
demand 

15% lower cost, 11% less 
energy consumed, 15% fewer 
CO2 emissions 
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Next steps 

1) through to January 2013 
2) a non-residential component 
3) EHMS II 
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Continuing the discussion 

• Project principal investigator 
– Prof. Ian Rowlands 
– University of Waterloo; irowlands@uwaterloo.ca; tel: (519) 888-4567 x 

32574 

• Project website 
– http://environment.uwaterloo.ca/research/ 

greenpower/energyhub/index.html 

• Commercialisation partner 
– Energent Inc., www.energent.com,                                                     

Gord Ellis (gellis@energent.com) 
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